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Abstract 
. •.. — — ― ― — 
The use of Chinese is becoming more and more popular and important in 
today's computer systems. The obstacle to the development and use of Chinese 
softwares stems mainly from the input side, due to the non-spelling nature of 
Chinese words (or characters). Methods exist to attempt to conquer the input 
barrier. They are primarily based on users' capability of speaking (phonetic input 
through phonetic symbols from keyboard), or writing (character strokes input, 
character shape analysis and coding) the Chinese language. 
I 
Current phonetic input methods are not perfect They require the knowledge 
of some standard phonetic scheme, absolute or high accuracy of speaking Chinese, 
and they usually produce many output choices. With the view to eliminating all 
these insufficiencies, we introduce a free-style phonetic input system which accepts 
all sensible phonetic input, tolerates common Chinese pronunciation errors of 
people of different origins, and tries to pin-point the exact characters that the user 
has in mind. The only pre-requiste is the concept of the optional consonant and the 
vowel in a Chinese character's pronunciation and the consistency of the use of input 
、：. phonetic symbols for a given consonant or vowel. 
The free-style phonetic input system has been implemented on an IBM 
personal computer. The system connects readily to a voice recognition system 
which produces a sequence of consonants and vowels from a Chinese speech. The 
joint power of the integrated system will parallel human's ability to understand, 
most of the time, the exact words spoken by the other person in an oral 
communication. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1 Introduction 
In the Chinese language，the basic written unit is a Chinese character. Each 
character has a unique geometrical combination of strokes. Each stroke is a straight 
line or curve of a given lengtii and orientation. 
Display of Chinese characters on a raster output device is easy. We 
associate with each character a unique code which indexes into a Chinese font file 
for the bitmap information of the character. The output mechanism is exactly the 
same as that in the display of alphanumeric symbols • 
However，the input of Chinese characters is more difficult, due to the lack 
\ 
of the spelling nature found in other languages like French and English. It is 
possible to design a ta^r-made Chinese keyboard to cater for the the some twelve 
thousands! contemporary Chinese characters. But such keyboard will inevitably 
have a large number of keys and could be difficult to master. It is also not easy to 
ask people to put away the QWERTY^ keyboard for the pure sake of Chinese input. 
All dominant Chinese input methods nowadays (e.g.倉頗，注音符號’手寫） 
do not require taylor-made keyboards. These methods are mainly designed on three 
streams, namely, phonetic input, character strokes input or shape coding, and 
written character recognition. The former two need only a conventional keyboard, 
with a template over it. As for the recent input technology of written character 
recognition, only a pen-stylus and a compact writing pad are required. 
1. According to [1] p. 202 
2. The common keyboard used for today's typewriters and computers 
1 
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1.2 Comparison of Phonetic and Written Character Input 
Among all input methods, phonetic input and written character input stand 
out as more natural ones. These two methods require only the ability of either 
speaking or writing Chinese. Other methods enforce users to stick to the philosophy 
of the designer. For example, in 倉額 input method, we need to break a Chinese 
character into some components and then key in the components through the 
keyboard. A keyboard template is needed to map keyboard keys to 倉頡 
character components. 
Here, a brief comparison between phonetic and written character input is 
drawn. 
\ 
Written Character Input Method 
The method is based on pattern recognition technology which has proved be 
quite successful in many applied areas but at present still needs time to mature in 
future. In current commercial products for written Chinese input ’ the loci of the 
written strokes are analysed and a single recognized Chinese character is output 
However , none of the products in the market guarantees 100% recognition 
accuracy. 
Besides the accuracy issue, the method has a slow input rate due to the time 
required to write down all character strokes fairly tidily. The users also need to 




Phonetic Input Method 
In this method，the user must first be able to speak the Chinese language. To 
input a Chinese character, he must know the composing consonant (optional) and 
the vowel of the character (i.e. the character's sound*), and specify them to 
computer by some keys on keyboard. The minimum number of keys to be pressed 
for a character input is 1 (when a character with only the vowel component and the 
vowel is represented by a single key). The average number of keys ranges from 3 to 
4 for the current phonetic input systems, resulting a satisfactory input rate. 
However ’ the main obstacle comes from the non-uniqueness of sound to 
character mapping. After the input of a sound and a tone，current systems will 
produce choices of different Chinese characters, arranged in some pre-defined order 
(e.g. in descending order of pre-surveyed frequency of occurrences in sample 
literature). The choice selection process imposes a psychological burden on the user 
and engenders a decrease of input rate. 
Both methods have pros and cons. A choice between the two is purely based 
on user's preference. 
In my opinion, the two methods can actually be complimentary to each 
other, with the phonetic input being the primary input tool and the written character 
input being supplementary. Such arrangement is suggested on the grounds that the 
illiterates or the poorly educated cannot write Chinese characters properly and that 
writing a Chinese character takes a significantly longer time than specifying the 
same character by phonetic symbols. 
• this teimiQology of 'sound' will be used throughout this thesis 
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1.3 Significance of Phonetic Input 
Indeed, the development of a perfect Chinese phonetic input system has 
some important significance. Although the phonetic input system of this research 
accepts phonetic symbols from keyboard, it can be modified easily to receive the 
output symbols of a voice recognition system. The integration of the two systems 
imitates a human ear and brain to recognize spoken Chinese words. This will be a 
good front-end tool in natural language understanding of Chinese. Moreover, some 
parts of the technology used in this research can be transferred to the development of 
input of other non-spelling languages. 
1.4 Drawbacks of Current Phonetic Input Methods 
The existing phonetic input methods are not without drawbacks. The most 
\ 
common problems are: 
(1) Many output choices 
Given the input of a Chinese sound, all characters with the same sound 
will be listed. User needs to browse through the choices to select the one he . 
intended. At best, the user can trim down the number of choices by a further tone 
input. 
(2) No fault-tolerant capability 
To get the intended Chinese characters, user must now specify the correct 
sounds. Any sound errors will produce either incorrect or no output 
4 
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(3) Use of established phonetic schemes 
-• At present, user must be trained in one of the established schemes of 
phonetic symbols (e.g.漢語拼音方案，注音符號’威娜etc.). T ^ x - r m ^ t 





Chapter 2 Objectives of the Research 
2.1 Main Objectives 
The chief aim of the research is to design a free-style, fault-tolerant phonetic 
input method of Chinese to conquer all the drawbacks just described. By Tree-style', 
we means any sensible phonetic symbols input. The design will then be 
implemented on an IBM personal computer to test for its feasibility and operational 
performance. 
The objectives of the target phonetic input system are : 
(1) Any sensible phonetic symbols input is allowed (i.e, free-style) 
\ 
In the system, •sensible, phonetic input symbols are : 
(a) Any existing phonetic input symbols scheme 
If the user is previously trained in one of the established phonetic 
symbols schemes, he can choose this scheme for input He must 
then stick to this scheme until he changes his choice. This 
is similar to the current phonetic input systems. 
(b) Popular spellings of local districts 
Sometimes, in some local district, e.g. Hong Kong, there are some 
popular symbols to represent a given sound, e.g. 1-ee for 1-i*, 
k-wan for g-uan* etc. These non-established but popular spellings 
will also be accepted by the system. 
* in漢語拼音fomiat 
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(c) User-defmed phonetic symbols scheme 
The user can define his own scheme of phonetic symbols for 啦e 
- Chinese consonants, vowels and the character sound. The system 
" is then trained for this user-defined scheme before the user starts 
the actual input. 
(2) Fault-Tolerance Capability 
Absolute accuracy of pronouncing the Chinese characters is not 
required. Common pronunciation errors of speakers of different origins 
are maintained and constantly updated in the system. In case users 
make sound errors in input, the system will try to correct the error the 
best it can and list the candidates for the corrected sounds. 
\ 
(3) Phrase Input is allowed 
If the user is entering a sequence of Chinese characters, he can separate 
the phonetic symbols by phrase boundary instead of character 
boundary. In other words, the user can continue keying for the whole 
phrase until he thinks the phrase is complete and types a separator 
symbol (space，comma ’ <enter> etc.). With the help of a phrase 
dictionary and Chinese language syntax analysis, the exact characters 
can be in most cases pin-pointed. Usually, a number of candidate 
phrases will be listed in descending order of likelihood. The most 
likely one is the default phrase inserted into the Chinese text This will 
reduce the no. of times the user needs to make choice selection. 
7 
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(3) Partial Sound Input is allowed 
It might sometimes happen that a user has only partial information (say, 
only the consonant or vowel) or even no idea at all of the sound of a 
‘ character he wants to input. The system will accept partial or wildcard 
sound input of a character if it is at position 3 onwards in a phrase input 
2.2 User Background Pre-requisite 
The pre-requisite of the users' background is kept to minimum. They only 
need to satisfy the following requirements. 
First, they should be able to speak fairly well the official spoken language of 
China (Putonghua,普通話）and are aware that the sound of a Chinese character is 
composed of a consonant (optional), a vowel, and a tone. This pre-requisite poses 
no problem at all on foreign speakers, nor on the young Chinese, since they are 
trained this way. For the older generation Chinese, some training is probably 
needed before they can use the system. The reason for choosing Putonghua as the 
sounds set of the system is due to the Chinese government recent efforts to make it 
the standard spoken language and its foreseen popularity in future. 
Secondly, they need to key in the phonetic symbols for the consonants and 
vowels with consistency. In other words, the user must always use the same keys to 
represent a given consonant or vowel. User is free to choose his own scheme of 
phonetic symbols, but he should be ascertained that keys combination for a Chinese 
sound should be unique and distinct from that of the other sounds. There should also 
be no ambiguity in interpreting the consonant and vowel from the phonetic symbols 
of a sound. 
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2.3 Roman-Spelling (Recommeded Phonetic Scheme) 
The system offers total flexibility to users for their choice of phonetic 
symbols-scheme. They can opt to use one of the established phonetic schemes, or 
some non-established but popular spellings of local districts, or even design their 
own schemes. 
However, the supervising professor, Prof. Shuo-Yen Robert Li, encourages a 
very reasonable scheme called 'Roman-Spelling'. It is actually an improvement 
version of mainland China's 漢語拼音方案 after correcting the unreasonable 
entries. 
For example, the vowel of "jh-i" in 漢語拼音方案 is indeed a different 
vowel from "i". We therefore introduce a new phonetic symbol for this vowel, "y'， 
i.e. "jh-i" is corrected to "jh-y". Another example is the correction from "b-ian" to 
"b-ien". 
We have also eliminated the use of 'z', 'x' because of its pecularity and 
rare use in common phonetic symbols schemes. In the，Roman-Spelling,, we replace 
them by 丨j'，'c', 's'. To represent 'z-i' and of 漢語拼音方案 ’ we use 'j-y丨 and 'j-i' 
respectively. Actually, the symbol is used for two different consonants, but the 
ambiguity is solved when it is joined with a vowel. 
A matching table between the 2 schemes is given in Appendix A. 
9 
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2.4 User Input and the Output Scenario 
The mechanism of how the system produces output from the input phonetic 
symbols will be detailed later. . 
f t 
m 
Here, examples of the input scenario are illustrated for the readers' feel of 
what they will get from the system. Input sysmbols in the examples are in Roman-
Spelling format unless specificed otherwise. 
Example 1 Single character input (without tone) 
Input : ma 
Output : m 媽 F 2 嗎 F 3 馬 F 4 麻 F 5 瑪•… 
Example 2 Single character input (with tone) 
\ 
Input : m a � * 
Output : F 1 馬 F 2 瑪 F 3 媽 F 4 嗎 F 5 麻 … 
The candidates are immediately re-ordered if a tone is input 
Example 3 Phrase Input (without tone) 
Input : jiendan 
Output : F1 簡單 F2 煎蛋• • • 
• for tone 1, for tone 2, for tone 3 , � • for tone 4 
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Example 4 Phrase input (with tone) 
Input : jien-dan\ 
Output : . F1 煎蛋 F2 簡單••• 
Example 5 Phrase input (without capital letter) 
Input : beijing 
Output : F1 背景 F2 北京... 
Example 6 Phrase input (with capital letter) 
Input : Beijing 
Output : F1北京 F 2 背 景 … 
\ 
Captial letter means a proper noun, therefore 北京 has a 
higher priority for output 
Example 7 Partial Sound Input 
Input : cilingbl (complete form is cilinghaluo) 
Output : 七零八落 
Currently, only partial sound input with the consonant is 
allowed. 
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Example 8 Numerals 
Input : 7081uo 
Output : 七零八落 ‘ 
There is no need to type the phonetic symbols of numbers 0-9 
Example 9 Wildcard 
Input : ishen*je 
Output : 以身作則 
Example 10 Repeat character 
Input : ma"hu" 
\ 
Output : 馬馬_ 
Example 11 Sentence input 
Input : wo sihuan jhonwen 
Output : 我喜歡中文 
'wo' and 'wen' are popular districts spelling 
Example 12 Sound Error Example 1 
Input : jhy\ji~ (correct sound for 1st char, is *jy') 
Ouqnit : 自己 
12 
Example 13 Sound Error Example 2 
Input : cing-jin- (correct sound for 2nd char, is 'jing') 
Output : ^ f P ‘ 
Example 14 Sound Error Example 3 
Input : kecai (correct sound for 1st char, is 'he') 
Output : 喝采 
This error is usually made by speakers of Guang-Don origin 
Example 15漢語拼音方案 
Input : zhi-chi/ 
\ 
Output : 支持 
Example 16 注音符號 
Input : t 5 6 * 丨 彳 / 
Output : 支持 
* We need a keyboard template to map the keys to 注音符號 
13 
Example 17 Popular Spelling 1 (for speakers ofGmng-Don origin) 
- Input : Wsiang—(common form is li/siang— 
Output : 理想 
Example 18 Popular Spelling 2 (for speakers of Guang-Don origin) 
Input : kwan'sin" (common form is guan-sin") 
Output : 關心 
V 
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2.5 Outline of Free-Style Phonetic Input Processing 
The basic phonetic unit recognized by the system is a consonant or vowel. 
From the system point of view,, the user's input is regarded as a sequence of 
consonants and vowels, no matter the user is entering a single Chinese character or a 
Chinese phrase. Therefore, as a first step, a Lexical Analyser is needed to examine 
the user's input string of phonetic symbols and convert them into consonants and 
vowels. 
The system will then need to identify the character boundaries within the 
sequence of consonants and vowels. Many possibilities could exist for a phrase 
input. For example, 'shengwen' can be interpreted as 業sheng wen* (聲聞） o r 
’shen gwen'(神棍). 
Once the character boundaries are identified, each possibility is searched 
against the character dictionary (字典）and phrase dictionary (詞典）for possible 
candidates by comparing the sounds character by character. A dictionary entry is 
considered an output candidate if the sound of each character has matched exactly or 
closely with the user sound input 
For each candidate character or phrase, the system will carry out a likelihood 
study and assign it a degree of likelihood in terms of a quantitative measure called 
"distance". A bigger distance means a lower degree of likelihood. Candidates with 
an infinite distance are out of consideration. The remaining candidates are sorted in 
ascending order of distance and output for user's selection. The most likely one will 
be the default inserted into the Chinese text 
15 
In case user signifies to the system he has input a complete Chinese simple 
sentence, the system provides syntax analysis on the sequence of characters and 
phrases in the sentence and further pin-points the most likely candidates. 
In summary, the Free-Syle phonetic input system consists of 3 subsystems, 
namely the Lexical Analyser Module, Selection Module，and Syntax Analyser 
Module. The system is depicted as follows : 
phonetic L e x i c a l consona^ S e l e c t i o n chars 一 S y n t a x output _ 
, , A n a l y s e r & M o d u l e & A n a l y s e r sentence symbols vowels phrases 
7K ^ ~ 7 | \ 
\ 
S o u n d Group D i c t i o n a r i e s Grammar 
T a b l e s T a b l e R u l e s 
The Lexical Analyser Module serves the objectives of accepting any sensible 
input phonetic symbols for a character or phrase, mapping them into a sequence of 
consonants and vowels, and identifying the character boundaries within a phrase 
input. The Selection Module and Syntax Analyser Module fulfill the objectives of 
tolerating sound errors and pin-pointing the most likely candidates. 
» Sound Tables and Group Table wUl be discussed in Chapter 3 and 4 respectively 
16 
Chapter 3 Lexical Analyser 
3.1 Overview of Lexical Analyser 
The main tasks of the Lexical Analyser are to accept user's phonetic symbols, 
convert them to a sequence of consonants and vowels, and identify the character 
boundaries in the sequence of phonetic symbols. 
To achieve the mapping of phonetic symbols to consonants and vowels, 
'Sound Tables'l are kept. A sound table is a 2-dimensional array with the column 
index being a consonant phonetic symbol and the row index being a vowel phonetic 
symbol. If a given pair of column and row index can make up a Chinese character's 
sound, the corresponding array entry will be the index to one of the 405 distinct 
Chinese sounds (excluding the tone consideration) ； otherwise, the array entry is null. 
In the system, each established phonetic symbols scheme and user-defined 
phonetic symbols scheme is built into a separate sound table. The Roman-Spelling 
and the popular districts spellings are merged to form another sound table. With 
these sound tables, the Lexical Analyser will be able to convert any sensible input 
phonetic symbols into a sequence of Chinese consonants, and vowels, and sounds. 
The contents of the Sound Table of Roman-Spelling and popular districts 
spellings are the outcome of the survey by the supervising professor, Prof. Shuo-Yen 
Robert Li. The author of this thesis has revised the contents to cater for the popular 
spellings of Hong Kong. A fragment of the table is given on the following page. 
Those interested can contact Prof. Li for the complete version. 
1. The Sound Table structure and original contents are given by Prof. Li 
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Sound Tab le of Rnman-Spe l l ing and Popular Distr icts SpglUng 
enum EN_sound sndtbllNUMVOWlINUMCON] i 
= { ‘ 
•• * r " nur. b**, C-. cT, r . g-. m r . n 
m-. n**, p**, r-. s**, r . ch**, hs". jh**, sh**, ts" V 
广 NUL V NUU NUL. NUL, NUL. NUL, NUL, NUL. NUL, NUL, NU 
L, NUL, NUL, NUL, NUL. NUL, NUL, NUL. NUL, NUL. NUL, NU L. 
广 A •/ A. bA, cA, dA, fA. gA, hA, jA, kA. lA. 
mA. nA, pA. NUL, sA, tA. chA, NUL. jhA, shA, cA. 
广 E •/ _E, bAI, cE, dE. fEI, gE. hE, jE, kE’ IE. 
mO. nE, pEI. rE. sE, tE, chE, NUL, jhE, shE. cE. 
广 AU 7 JkQ, bAO, cAO, dAO. NUL, gAO, hAO, jAO. kAO, lAO 
, mAO, nAO, pAO, rAO, sAO, tAO, chAO. NUU jhAO. shAO. cA O. 
r AW */ O. bO, NUL, NUL, fO, NUL. NUL, NUL. NUL, NU 
L. mO, NUL, pO. NUL. NUL. NUL, NUL. NUL. NUL. NUL. NU L； 
/•EE */ I, bl, NUL, dl. NUL. NUL. NUL. jl. NUL, II. ml, 
nl. ；I. NUL. si. «, cl, NUL. NUL,、 NUL, NUL. 
广曰 */ 曰， b日， NUL, dEI. fEI, gEI. hEI, J曰’ NUL, lEI, 
m曰， nEI, pEI. NUL. shEI. NUL. NUL, NUL, jhE, sh 曰， NUL, 
广 EN 7 _EN, bEN. cEN. dENG. fEN. gEN, hEN. JEN. kEN, rEN 
, mEN. nEN, pEN. rEN, sEN, tENG, chEN, NUL, jhEN, shEN. cEN 
% 
r ER 7 ER. NUL, NUL. NUL. NUL. NUL, NUL. NUL. NUL. NU 
L, NUL. NUL, NUL. NUL, NUL. NUL, NUL, NUL, NUL, NUL, NU L. 
r o o 7 一 U , bU. cU, dU, fU, gU, hU. jU. kU. lU, 
mU. nU, pU, rU, sU. tU. chU, NUL, jhU. shU. cU, 
r OU •/ OU, NUL. cOU, dOU, fOU, gOU, hOU, jOU, kOU, lOU 
, mOU, nOU, pOU, rOU, sOU, tOU, chOU. NUL, jhOU. shOU. cO U. 




3.2 Identification of Character Boundary 
The system accepts phrase input. User continues typing the phonetic symbols 
f ' 
for the phrase's characters until he types a separator symbol (space , <enter> ’ …）to 
end the phrase. After the mapping of the input phonetic symbols to consonants and 
vowels, character boundaries within the sequence of consonants and vowels should 
be identified. 
During the input of a Chinese phrase, the consonants and vowels of the 
characters are bundled. Sometimes there could be many possibilities of character 
boundaries interpretation in the input. An example (shengwen for 聲聞 or 兩申棍）has 
been illustrated earlier. To sort out all possibilities, a lexical tree is built from the 
input keys and then analysed. The structure of the lexical tree will be described in 
the following section. 
V 
In each possibility of character boundary interpretation, the input string of 
phonetic symbols are separated into a number of characters, each represented by a 
full Chinese sound, or a shorthand notation consisting of consonant only (allowed 
for the 3rd character position onwards), or the wildcard symbol (also for the 3rd 
position onwards). 
Each such possibility produced will be fed into the Selection Module to 
search against the character and phrase dictionary for exact match and close match. 
Each candidate character and phrase is then assigned a degree of likelihood by the 
calculation of 'distance'. 
19 
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3.3 Lexical Tree 
The algorithm for building and processing the lexical tree is designed and 
implemented by 2 undergraduate students. Its purpose is to identify all the possible 
character boundaries within a user phrase input. Details are written clearly in their 
report [6] Page 25 _ 30. 
This section will quote an example given in their report. 
Suppose a user has typed in the phonetic symbols, 'sian', in 漢語拼音 
format The lexical tree building process is depicted as follows : 
At the beginning, there is no tree nodes. 
\ 




Fig. 3.2 After getting the 2nd symbol, T 
o o 
At this stage, 'si' could be interpreted as either 'si', or 's' + 
However, the latter case is eliminated, since 's' is not a valid 
sound itself. 
\ 
Fig. 3.3 After getting the 3rd symbol, 'a. 
At this stage, 'sia' could be interpreted as 'sia' or 'si' + 'a'. 
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Fig. 3.4 After getting the last symbol, 'n' 
V 
At this stage, 'sian' could be interpreted as 'sian' or 'si' + 'an'. The nodes of 
'n' are crossed out since 'n' is not a valid sound itself. The leaf nodes at the 
lowest level are crossed out because end of input is detected. 
After the lexical tree for a phrase input is complete, it will be traversed 
(algorithm detailed in [6] page 29-30) to sort out all the possibilities of character 
boundaries. For example, the possibilities for input 'sian' will be :，sien, or 'si an', 




4.1 Overview of Selection Module 
/ . 
The Selection Module serves the function of pin-pointing the most likely 
output candidate character or phrase. It does this by receiving from the Lexical 
Analyser module the different interpretations of character boundaries in the input 
and uses each possibility to look for candidate characters or phrases. Each output 
candidate is then assigned a quantitive measure for the degree of likelihood called 
'distance' (integer value 0 _ 99)’ calculated by an algorithm discussed shortly. 
In the system, a smaller distance value means a higher degree of likelihood. 
Those with 'infinite' distance (value 99) are removed. The remaining candidates are 
sorted in ascending order of ’distance’. If there is only one candidate left, the system 
has successfully pin-pointed the Chinese character/phrase for the given phonetic 
input; otherwise, the most likely candidate will act as default User is free to choose 
from other candidates if the default does not match what he intended. 
Sometimes, it is possible that none of the candidates matches the usefs 
intention. This happens when the sound(s) input of the user deviates significantly 
from the sound(s) of the intended Chinese character/phrase. It can be also due to the 
incompleteness of the phrase dictionary in the current prototype system, which 
consists of only 6130 Chinese characters and about 50,000 Chinese phrases. In the 
future, the incompleteness issue will be obsolete, when the prototype system 
becomes a full-fledged software product with a complete version of character and 
phrase dictionary, after passing both the feasibility and performance test The 
system will also provide extendability of the character and phrase dictionary to keep 
constantly updated of newly built characters and new phrases coined. 
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4.2 Fault-tolerance Capability 
As mentioned before ’ the Free-Style Phonetic Input System will allow sound 
errors in input，provided deviation is within reasonable magnitude. For example, 
the error found in 'jincai' for 'jingcai, is considered acceptable while the sound 
mistake in 'hecai' for 'jingcai' is intolerable. 
The above example also illustrates one important point If the sound 
deviation from the original sound is too great and comes very close to the other 
phrase, the system will correct to an erroneous phrase. (Input "kecai" will be 
understood as 喝采 instead of the user intended phrase of 精采)• This sounds similar 
to the correction scenario of an error correcting code of coding theory. 
To iachieve fault-toerance of sounds input, the Selection Module maintains 
groups of similar Chinese sounds in a 'Group Table'l. In the table ’ the 405 sounds 
(excluding the tone consideration) of Putonghua 普通話 are divided into a number 
of groups. One sound is uniquely assigned to a single group. Within a group, a 
sound is considered similar to at least one of the other sounds of the same group. 
Two sounds from different groups are considered significantly different. 
1. The name of this table and the original contents are given by Prof. Li 
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At present ’ the system considers two sounds being similar for the following 
cases: 
Case 1: The 2 sounds are phonetically similar 
Example : 'b-uo' and 'b-o' 
Case 2 : Habitual pronunciation errors of people 
of particular districts 
Example : 'h-e' and 'k-e' (Hong Kong) 
'f-a' and 'h-ua' (Ming-Nan) 
In addition, a non tongue-rolling sound is always considered similar to the 
tongue-rolling counterpart. In other words, 'sh-y' and ,s-y, are similar and belong to 
the same group in the group table. So are 'ch-y' and 'c-y', 'ch-ang' and 'c-ang' and so 
on. 
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4.3 Group Table (Groups of Similar Sounds) 
A pair of similar sounds is associated with a code(s) to explain the reason(s) 
why the two sounds are considered similar. The scheme of the reason codes is 
currently as follows: 
Reason codes for similarity of sounds :-
1 - Between double nasal sound and triple nasal sound 
Example : 'in' is a single nasal sound 
'ing' is a double nasal sound 
•ning' is a triple nasal sound 
\ 
2 ~ Tongue rolling or not 
Example : 's' vs 'sh' 
3 ~ 'en' vs ’eng,，'in' vs ,ing, 
4 ~ Other common sound confusions for all people 
5 ~ Common sound confusions for Guang-Don (and Hong Kong, Macau) 
6 ~ Common sound confusions for Ming-Nan (and Taiwan) 
7 — Common sound confusions for Hu-Nan 
8 ~ Common sound confusions for Hu-Bei and Sy-Chuan 
9 ~ Common sound confusions for Eastern China 
(Jiang-Shu, Jhe-Jiang and Shang-Hai) 
More codes to cater for people of other origins can be defined in future. 
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The contents of the group table are the outcome of a survey carried out by the 
the supervising professor, Prof. Shuo-Yen Robert Li. The author of this thesis has 
revised the contents to cater for the speakers of Guang-Don origin. Some fragments 
of the table are listed below and on the following page. Those interested can contact 
X 
I 
Prof. Li for the complete version.. 
Fragments of Group Table 
套 
• 
广 bl 7 0, 0, 0, 0. 
m i 7 0, 0, 0， 0, 
rblAO 7 bA05 0, 0, 0, 
/*bAO 7 blA05 0, 0, 0, 
rbO 7 p05 pOU4 0, 0, rbA 7 0, 0, 0, 0, 
rbANGV bAN78 0, 0, 0, 
rbAN 7 bANG78 0, 0, 0, 
rblEN 7 plENS 0, 0, 0, 
rbING 7 blN3 0, 0, 0, 
rbIN 7 blNG3 0, 0, 0, 
rbEN 7 bENG3 0, 0, 0, 
rbENGV bEN3 0, 0, 0, 
rbEl 7 0, 0, 0, 0, 
rbAl 7 pAI5 0, 0, 0, 
广 blE 7 0, 0, 0, 0, 
• 
• 
rpi 7 0. 0, 0, 0， rpu 7 0, 0, 0, 0, 
rplAO 7 0, 0, 0, 0, rpAO 7 0, 0, 0, 0, 
广pOU 7 p04 b04 0, 0, 
rpO 7 pOU4 b05 0. 0, 
rpA 7 0, 0, 0, 0, 
rpANGV pAN78 0. 0, 0, rpAN 7 pANG78 0, 0, 0, 
rplEN 7 blEN3 0, 0, 0, 
rpING 7 plN3 pEN5 pENG5 0, 
rpIN 7 plNG3 pEN5 pENG5 0, 
rpEN 7 pENG3 plN5 plNG5 0, 
rpENGV pEN3 plN5 plNG5 0, 
/*pEI 7 0, 0, 0, 0, 





Fragments of Group Table (Cont'd^ 
I 
/*ml 7 0, 0, 0, 0, 
/*mU 7 0 0， 0, 0, 
rmlOU 7 m丨A056 0, 0, 0, 
rmlAO 7 mlOU56 0, 0, 0, 
/•mAO 7 mOU5 0, 0. 0. 
rmOU 7 m05 mA05 0, 0, 
/*mO V mOU5 0, 0, 0, 
AnA 7 0, 0, 0, 0, 
/*mANGV mAN5 0, 0, 0, 
rmAN 7 mEN5 mANG5 0, 0, 
rmlEN 7 0, 0, 0, 0, 
/*mlNG7 mlN13 0， 0, 0, 
/*mlN 7 mlNG13 0, 0, 0， 
/*mE 7 0, 0, 0, 0, rmEN 7 mENG13 0, 0, 0, 
/*mENG7 mEN13 0, 0. 0, 
AnEI 7 0, 0， 0, 0, 
/•mAI 7 0, 0, 0, 0， 
rmIE 7 0, 0. 0, 0, • 
• ‘ 
• \ 
rdi V 0, 0, 0, 0, 
rdU 7 0. 0, 0, 0, 
广dlOU 7 dlA05 0, 0, 0， 
广dIAO 7 0, 0, 0, 0, 
广dAO 7 dOU56 0. 0, 0, 
rdOU 7 dA056 0, 0. 0, 
/*dUO 7 0, 0, 0’ 0, 
/*dA 7 0, 0, 0, 0, rdIA 7 0, 0, 0, 0, 
rdANGV dAN78 0, 0, 0, 
/*dAN 7 dANG78 0， 0. 0， 
rdlEN 7 0, 0, 0. 0， 
rdUAN 7 0, 0， 0, 0, 
广dON 7 0, 0, 0， 0, 
rdING 7 0, 0, 0, 0, 
rdUEN 7 0, 0, 0, 0, 
rdENGV 0, 0， 0, 0， 
/*dEI 7 0, 0, 0, 0, 
rdUEl 7 0, 0, 0, 0, 
广 dAI 7 dA56 0, 0, 0, rdlE */ 0, 0， 0, 0, 




In the table, a row is generated for each Chinese sound. For the sound in a 
row, a current maximum of 4 similar sounds are kept as the row entries, each 
associated with a code or (codes) to explain the reason for similarity. 
Based on this table, the system will divide the 405 sounds into a number of 
groups. A sound within a group will be similar to at least one another sound in the 
same group. Two sounds from different groups are deemed significantly different. 
The reason code(s) associated with a pair of similar sounds will serve as one 
of the criteria for calculating the distance for the output candidates. The distance 
calculation algorithm will now be introduced. 
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4.4 Distance Calculation Algorithm 
From the Lexical Analyser Module, we obtain a set of possibilities in 
interpreting the character boundaries in the user input of consonants and vowels. 
Each such possibility is then used to search against the character and phrase 
dictionary for output character or phrase candidates. A distance, an integer ranging 
from 0 to 99, is calculated for each candidate to determine the degree of likelihood 
matching user's intention. Candidates are then listed in ascending order of distance 
(i.e. in descending order of likelihood). 
If a given possibility interprets only 1 character in the user input, the 
character dictionary (字典）is searched. If there are 2 or more characters, the phrase 
dictionary (詞典）is searched. 
\ 
Before we discuss the searching of candidates against the dictionaries and the 
distance calculation, let's look at the structure of the character and phrase dictionary 
maintained in the system. 
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4.4.1 Character Dictionary 
The main contents of a character entry in the character dictionary are: 
(1) iBig-5 code of the character 
(2) Character sound 
(3) Character tone 
(4) Occurrence frequency group 
(5) Grammatical attributes 
A sample screen layout to update or enquire about a character dictionary 
entry is given below. 
我 Sound : uo Code : A7DA 
V 
=名詞？ =動詞？ =形容詞？ =副詞？ 
=代詞？ =數詞？ =量詞？ =方向詞？ 
=助詞？ =嘆詞？ =介詞？ =連詞？ 
=象聲詞？ 
=姓氏/地方？ 
聲調 3 頻 率 9 
CR - Continue searching Esc/Q - Process another sound 
* A code is marked besides a grammatical attribute, meaning that the character possesses that 
attribute. If a grammatical attribute cannot be further sub-divided, it is marked with a code of 1 ； 
otherwise it will be marked 1,2,3 .... etc. to represent the particular subdivision. For example, for 
助詞，we could use 1 for時態助詞’ 2 for語氣助詞’…etc. 
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The contents of a character dictionary entry are now explained in details. 
Big'5 code is one of the popular codes used by PC systems to represent the 
some twelve thousands of contemporary Chinese characters. Each Chinese character 
has a unique 2 bytes Big-5 code. This code is used to index into a Chinese font file 
to obtain the bitmap information to display the character. Big-5 code is chosen for 
the prototype system because of its popularity in PC systems (prototype is built on 
IBM PC platform) and its short code length (the minimum number of bytes to 
represent a Chinese character is 2). Nevertheless, the choice of a Chinese coding 
scheme is not the primary concern in the research. 
Character sound’ together with the character tone, is just the character's 
pronunciation in Putonghua. It is made up of an optional consonant and a vowel In 
case a character has more than 1 sound, separate entries are stored for each sound. 
Character frequency group is a system assigned number to represent its level 
of occurrence frequency. Information is based on a statistics survey carried out by 
the Beijing Chinese Language Institute (北京語言學院）on some contemporary 
literature and documents. In the survey, a frequency count is given for each 
character. The counts are used to divide the characters into 10 frequency groups, 
namely group 0 to group 9. Characters in group 9 are those which appear most 
frequently in the surveyed samples, group 8 less frequently and so on. 
Character grammatical attributes give the information of different roles that 
the character could play in a Chinese phrase or sentence. Such information further 
helps pin-pointing the user's intended character when he enters a syntactically correct 
Chinese sentence. The use of grammatical attributes will be described in the chapter 
of Syntax Analyser. 
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442 Phrase Dictionary 
If a possibility of interpreting the character boundaries in user input suggests 
2 or more characters, the phrase dictionary is searched for output candidates. Many 
more factors are considered in the phrase distance calculation, whose algorithm will 
be detailed shortly. We will first look at the structure of a phrase entry in the phrase 
dictionary. 
The target phrase dictionary will store all Chinese simple phrases (單純詞）of 
2 or more characters, the common compound phrases (合成詞)and idioms (成語 
A simple phrase is an independent phrase unit of its own, e.g.算盤，whose 
meaning is not derived from the constituting characters or sub-phrases. In contrast, a 
compound phrase is made up of 2 or more simple phrases. Its meaning is derived 
from the composite meaning of the sub-phrases. For example,讀書 is a compound 
phrase obtained from the simple phrase of 讀 and 書(a simple phrase can be made 
of 1 character only ！)• The current testing phrase dictionary contains only around • > 
50,000 phrase entries. 
The contents of a phrase entry is similar to those in a character entry. A 
phrase entry consists of the Big-5 code and the sound for each character in the 
phrase, the phrase's grammatical attributes, and the occurence frequency group 
(based also on the statistics compiled in [3]). 
A sample phrase entry is given on the following page. 
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,心•」：• .... ： / , ： . •  ••.、. . , • \ ‘ • ‘ ： ： r 
. • ‘ . ( 、 . 、 . . “ .，： . . . . • , . . 
, - '•.••. . . - . .、’. ‘ • .). -
• . . ： , . \ . ‘ . . . ： - ., 1 . . . - j . . • ； . . 1 .： . . ,•丨’ . . 、 • • . 
、• •• . . . . 
Sampte f h m Pictionary Entry 
'樂而忘返（C o d e s : BCD6 A6D3 A7D1 AAFO) 
樂 1 * 而 0 忘 0 返 0 
0 yue eR uang fan 1 le 2 
3 
=名詞？ =動詞？ =形容詞？ 1 =副詞？ 
=代詞？ =數詞？ =量詞？ =方向詞？ 
=助詞？ =嘆詞？ =介詞？ =連詞？ 
=象聲詞？ 
=姓氏/地方？ 、 
頻 率 0 
CR - Continue searching Esc/Q - Process another phrase 
* The code besides a phrase character is the index to the list of sounds underneath. It speciHes 
which one among the several possible sounds of the character is the appropriate one for the phiase in 
concern. 
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4A3 Hashing Key of the Dictionaries 
The user input is phonetic symbols. These symbols are then converted by the 
analyser into a sequence of consonants and vowels. After the character boundaries 
are identified, a neighbouring consonant and vowel between two character 
boundaries form a Chinese sound. Therefore, we design the hashing key of the 
dictionaries to be based on sounds. 
Character Dictionary 
Hashing Key to the Character Dictionary is simply the belonging group in the 
Group Table of the sound of the character. Therefore, all character dictionary 
entries are hashed into the number of groups derived from the Group Table. Given 
the input sound, we will immedidately be able to get, by the hashing key, all the 
characters whose sound matches with or is similar to the input 
V 
Phrase Dictionary 
Due to the large number of phrase entries in the dictionary, a special hashing 
key is designed. We have chosen hashing index as the composite of the group 
number of the sound of the first two characters of the phrase entry. The choice of 
such a key has special significance. Given the user's sounds input, we use the first 
two sounds to get their respective group number and concatenate them to form the 
hashing key to the phrase dictionary. We will then be able to extract all phrases 
whose 1st and 2nd character's sound either matches exactly with or is similar to the 
1st and 2nd sound respectively in the user input This will immediately filter most of 
the non-matching phrases. The phrases extracted from the hashed bucket will be 
matched character by character with the input. 
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44 A Maintenance of Dictionaries 
In all cases, the contents of the dictionaries should not be static. However 
slowly, a* language will keep evolving with new phrases. New Chinese characters, 
though rarely, could be built. It is therefore imperative that the production version 
of the dictionaries should consist of all the known phrases/characters today and there 
should also be update programs to incorporate constantly new phrases/characters in 
future. 
Among the various information in a dictionary entry, the frequency value is 
the most dynamic attribute. Different users use a given phrase/character in different 
orders of frequency. In our dictionaries, we could only keep a fairly objective 
frequency value for the entries. At present, it is derived from the compiled statistics 
of a literature survey mentioned earlier. 
In the ordering of output candidates for phontic input, the frequency value is 
one of the important factors to be considered. If we keep frequency value of 
dictionary entries static, the output order will look sensible to some users but 
sometimes inappropriate to others. It is therefore advisable to keep running 
frequencies of phrases/characters during an input session to supplement the 
dictionary frequency values, in order to cater for the particular user's needs. At the 
end of the usage session, the information of the running frequencies can be recorded 
and sent by electronic mail to a Central Committe of Dictionary Maintenance for 
reference. From time to time, e.g. half-yearly, the committee could provide all 
users with an updated version of dictionaries. 
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4,45 Distance Calculation of Character Input 
Only those characters whose sound matches exactly with or is similar to the 
input sound are considered as output candidates. Distance calculation is based only 
on the frequency compiled in [3]現代漢語頻率詞典（北京語言學院出版社)，the 
similarity of the character's sound to the input sound, and the tone. 
The output algorithm for character candidates is as follows : 
Step 1 : Extract from the character dictionary all characters 
whose sound belongs to the same group as the user's 
input sound. These are the possible output candidate 
characters. 
\ 
Step 2 : For each candidate character, compute a 'distance' 
based on Table 4.1 on the following page. 
Step 3 : Remove those candidates with an infinite distance, 
and list the remaining candidates in ascending order 




Factor Considered Raw Value Contributing Dimnce 
1) Character Sound Group 1-9 if two sounds do not belong 
Reason Code (D,)* to the same group, then 99 
if two sounds match exactly, 
thenO 
otherwise 




2) Character Frequency (Df) 0-9 9-Df 
3) Character Tone 1-4 if tone is not input then 0 
if two tones match exactly, 
then 0 
otherwise 10 
* the lowest code is taken in case 2 or more exist 
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44,5.1 Examples of Character Output 
Example 1 
Input : ke 










Input : rao 








44.6 Distance Calculation of Phrase Input 
Distance calculation for phrases are based on the following factors : 
(1) Similarity of Sounds 
This is based on the comparison between the sound for a character in 
user input and the sound for the character in the same character position in the 
dictionary phrase. Contributing distance due to sound factor is calculated character 
by character. If the two sounds match or the user sound input is wildcard, 
contributing distance is 0. If they are considered similar, they contribute a sound 
group distance calculated on the basis of the reason code(s) for the similarity. Two 
non-similar sounds contribute an infinite sound group distance. 
(2) Phrase Frequency 
\ 
Contributing distance is based on the candidate phrase's frequency, 
which is also based on the statistics compiled in [3]現代漢語頻率詞典（北京語言 
學院出版社)• 
(3) Phrase Length 
If a very long phrase (e.g. 5 to 8 characters long) has all sounds 
matching closely for a given possibility from the Lexical Analyser, then it is given 
an artificial contributing distance, based on the phrase length, for the pure sake of 
adjusting a higher output priority for the phrase against other matching candidate 
phrases of shorter lengths. A longer length will have a smaller artificial contributing 
distance and vice versa. 
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(4) Captilization of Input Phonetic Symbols 
User is allowed to specify the intention of a proper noun input (姓氏， 
地方 etc.) by capitalising the first key of the first phonetic symbol. In such case, 
phrase entries which do not possess the proper noun grammatical attribute has the 
distance incremented by a fixed value to adjust for a lower priority of output than 
those proper noun phrase entries. 
(5) Phrase Characters Tone 
If the tone of a character in the phrase input is specified, then this 
tone is compared with that of the corresponding character in a phrase entry. If the 
two do not match, a tone distance is contributed. However, the system recognizes 
tone change habits (變調）in Putonghua and will not add distance in these cases . . 
\ 
(6) Shorthand Notation 
During identificaton of character boundaries in phrase input, many 
possibilites are generated. For some of these possibilities, the system might 
recognize the use of partial sound input (now accept only the consonant input, for 
the 3rd character onwards). This partial sound input is matched with the consonant 
of the sound of the corresponding character in a phrase entry. If the two match, a 
fixed shorthand distance is added to adjust for a lower priority of output than those 




The output algorithm for phrase candidates is as follows : 
Step 1 : For each possibility of character boundaries of the ‘ 
" phrase input, find the group numbers of the first two 
characters' sound. Concatentate the two group numbers 
to form the hashing key to the phrase dictionary. 
Step 2 : For each phrase entry in the hashed bucket, 
compute a •distance, based on Table 4.2 on 
the following page. 
Step 3 : Repeat Step 1-2 until all possibilities of character boundaries 
are processed. 
\ 
Step 4 : Remove those candidates with infinite distance, and 
list the remaining candidates in ascending order of distance, 




Factor Considered Kaw Value Contributing Distance 
•r 
1) Phrase Character 1-9 if two sounds do not belong to 
Sound Group Reason Code same group then 99 
(Ps)* 
if two sounds match exactly 
then 0 
otherwise 
if Dg <= 4 then 
10 + 2 * Dg 
else 
20 
2) Phrase Frequency 0-9 9-Df 
(Df) 
3) Phrase Length 2-8 8 - D! 
(Pi) 
\ 4) Phonetic Symbol n/a 25 
Captilization 
5) Phrase Character Tone 1-4 if tone is not input then 0 
if two tones match exactly 
thenO 




6) Phrase Character n/a 2 
Shorthand Notation 
Note : Factors 1)，5), 6) are considered on character basis. 
* the lowest code is taken in case 2 or more exist 
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4.4.6J Examples of Phrase Output 
抹 mple 1 
Ihput : meiman 
Output :美滿 < - - the system has successfully pin-pointed 
the characters 
Example 2 
Input : jhancheng 





Input : cingjing 
• Output :情景 < --candidates whose sounds match with input 
清靜 
清淨 





44,7 Explanation of Algorithm 
Distance calculation algorithm for output characters/phrases is strictly • 
experimetital. Algorithm is based on a distance calculation table which was revised 
several times in the testing process until a version is found which produces sensible 
output for common cases. 
Distance value assigned to an output candidate is used purely to adjust its 
output order priority. A smaller value will have a higher output priority and vice 
versa. The absolute distance value, however, is of no significant reference purpose. 
In the Free-Style Phonetic Input System, the basic complete element of input 
is a Chinese sound. Therefore, the factor of sound matching becomes dominant in 
the distance calculation algorithm. In other words, a character/phrase whose 
� 
sound(s) matches the phonetic input will always bear a higher output priority over 
one whose sound(s) does not match exactly. Tone, frequency factors etc. are for 
secondary consideration only. In fact, in the latest version of the distance calculation 
table, sound, tone, and frequency factors are placed in descending order of 
importance, reflected by the magnitude of their contributing distance. 
Nevertheless, a perfect distance calculation is hard to achieve. For example, 
it is difficult to judge whether the accumulated distance due to several deviations 
from a less important factor (say, tone factor) could override the distance of a single 
deviation of a more important factor (e.g. sound factor). In the prototype, I am 
holding conservative attitude towards this issue and allow this to occur. One thing 
that is clear is that the distance calculation table should be refined carefully in case 
some unexpected suprises on candidates output order happen in future. 
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Chapter 5 Syntax Analyser 
5.1 Overview of Syntax Analyser 
The Free-Style Phonetic Input System tries further to pin-point the user's 
intended characters with syntax analysis if the user signifies to the system that he has 
input a complete sentence, e.g. inputting for 句號.However, although I have 
studied the full grammar of Chinese, I touch on the syntax analysing of input quite 
lightly, mainly because of the limited time for the research. But I still try to suggest 
a useful model to tackle the matter, with some simple grammar rules for model 
testing. 
In a sentence, a user must have typed a sequence of characters/phrases, input 
with phonetic symbols. With the Lexical Analyser and Selection Module, we 
produce for each individual character/phrase input a list of output character/phrase 
candidates, in descending order of likelihood. If the user has specifically made a 
selection in a particular list, then that list is reduced to a single candidate. 
The Selection Module produces one list of candidate characters/phrases at a 
time and passes it to the Syntax Analyser which keeps storing the lists until the end 
of sentence is signified by user and starts to perform syntax analysis. The Syntax 
Analyser achieves pin-pointing the most likely candidate in each list by combining 
candidates, one from each list, to form a sentence. 
The selection of a candidate from each list to form a combination (i.e. a 
complete sentence) is done by the Syntax Analyser, with the help of Chinese 
grammar rules. Rules are used to match the input. On the matching process, the 
Syntax Analyser picks the most likely candidate, from one list at a time, that will fit 
the grammatical attribute requirement of the rule. Rules are processed in descending 
order of popularity. Once the first fitting rule is found, the sentence formed is 
immediately output 
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5.2 Overview of a Chinese Simple Sentence * 
In our prototype, we have limited the scope to a number of simple grammar 
rules for a Chinese simple sentence (單句)• A model is suggested to cater for these 
few simple rules. We will first briefly look at the structure of a simple sentence. 
In the Chinese Language, a simple sentence is usually made up of two 
clauses, namely,主語 and 謂語.Each of the two clauses is composed of a number 
of simple phrases (單純詞)，each made up of one or more characters. A simple 
phrase has one or more grammatical attributes (詞性)’ which are as follows : 
(a)名詞 （d)代詞 （h)助詞 ①象聲詞 
(b)動詞 （e)數詞 ⑴嘆詞 
(c)形容詞 ⑴量詞 ①介詞 
(d)副詞 （g)方向詞 （k)連詞 
Some of these 13 attributes, e.g.助詞，can be sub-divided into several 
types. But for simplicity sake, we temporarily put aside this consideration in our 
modelling. 
Examples of a simpe sentence are : 
a . 美麗的她很可愛 o 
(主語） （謂語） 
b .孩子們 喜歡糖果。 
(主語) (謂語） 
The first clause can be a single or plural noun, possibly with an adjective. 
The second clause can be adjective, possibily further emphasized, or it can be a 
verb plus a noun. The above examples are only two very simple structures among 
many other possibilities. 
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5.3 Testing Simple Sentence Rules 
In the Free-Style Phonetic Input System, we have provided grammatical 
information in the dictionaries to prepare for the syntax analysis of input. However, 
syntax analysis for the full grammar is not fully probed, mainly due to short of 
programming labour. Nevertheless, I do suggest a helpful model to tackle syntax 
analysis and have used some simple sentence rules for illustrative purposes. Before 
we introduce the model, we list the 3 testing sentence rules in the followings : 
( 1 ) 名 詞 + 動 詞 + 名 詞 
( 2 ) 代 詞 + 是 + 數 詞 + 量 詞 + [形容詞 + ’的’ r +詞 
( 3 ) [形容詞 + ’的’广+名詞+ [副詞 ] +形容詞 
\ 
The above 3 rules are written as regular expressions�and listed in 
descending order of popularity of use. An element can be general (such as 形容詞） 
or specific (e.g. •的’).The elements within brackets are optional. An asterisk means 
one or more occurrences of the element in the brackets. In our model, we also 
assign to each rule two numbers to represent the min. and max. number of simple 
phrases in that rule. For example. Rule I's pair of numbers is [3, 3], Rule 2's pair is 
[5, infinity] and Rule 3's pair is [2, infinity]. We will explain its usage shortly. 
1 Regular expression is a way of syntax rule specification in formal languages 
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53.1 NDFA for Chinese Grammar Rules 
We suggest the use of NDFA (non-deterministic finite state automata) to 
represent the Chinese Grammar Rules (for syntax only). Independently, the NDFA 
for each rule is as follows : 
R u l e l :名詞+動詞+名詞 
1 1 1 
各詞 13,31 \ 動詢(3,3) ：&詢(3.3) j m ^ 
Rule2 : 代詞 + •是• + 數 詞 + 量 詞 + [形容詞 + • 的 + 名 詞 
2 2 2 
i ^ g j 二 1 》 ^ ^ ^ ^ •是•【5'”】：)^^^ 數 詞 丨 二 
形容詞丨9，"丨 量2詢 
^ _ � 5 , � 2 2 
0 •的 I 丨 7 广 1 形容詞丨7厂】/ 
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• Rules：[形容詞+ w:r+名詞+ [副詞 ] +形容詞 
3 
各詞丨2,31 
3 3 3 
形 容 詞 【 4 , 丨 名詢【4厂 ^ ^^^^^^^ 
\ 3 形 容 詞 3 
形容詞[6厂1 丨 厂 副 詢 
X 丄【3,】 
容詢【3, •丨^^^^^ 
Note ： the symbol means infinity. 
In each state transition (i.e. the edge between circles), we label it with the 
simple phrase consumed by the automata (there could be more than 1 simple phrase 
symbol over an edge), specify above the phrase the grammar rule number in 
concern, and place besides the phrase the pair of min. and max. number of simple 
phrases that are required of the input sentence if that state transition is traversed. 
The use of this pair of numbers will be explained in the syntax-analysing algorithm 
later in this chapter. 
In fact, the NDFA's can be merged together to form a grand NDFA 
representing all three grammar rules. However, for simplicity's sake, we have not 
done it in our testing model. 
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5.4 Syntax Analysis Algorithm 
With the grammar rules in form of NDFA's and the lists of candidate 
characters/phrases from the Selection Module, the Syntax Analyser can start the 
syntax checking for the input. We have designed an algorithm based on the NDFA 
model. Before the algorithm is invoked, we assume we have the NDFA's on the 
previous pages, and the min. and max. no. of simple phrases required for each 
grammar rule. 
Our algorithm is: 
Step 1 : Determine no. of simple phrases in the user input, n 
This is actually no. of lists passed from the Selection Module when 
the user signifies the end of a simple sentence. 
Step 2 : Eliminate the obviously non-fitting grammar rules 
All grammar rules, whose max. no. of simple phrases is less than n 
or whose min. no. of simple phrases is greater than n, are out of 
consideration. 
Step 3 : Find the most likely sentence candidate 
Of the remaining grammar rules, we process in descending order 
of rule popularity and see if there is a combination of candidates, 
one from each list (lists of candidate characters/phrases are passed 
from the Selection Module), that will fit a rule. When we traverse 
an edge of the DFA of a rule, we choose from the list a candidate 
bearing the smallest distance and whose grammatical attribute(s) 
fits the one(s) associated with the edge. After the edge is 
traversed, we move to the next list and continue the matching and 
candidate selection process. If the ending state of a rule's NDFA 
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is reached and there is no remaining list, then we have selected the 
most likely combination of candidates that fits a grammar rule. 
This sentence is immediately output and no further syntax analysis 
is done. 
For^erformance reason, we will only output the most likely sentence instead 
of generating a list of candidate sentences and letting the user wait 
54,1 Explanation of Algorithm 
Step 1 and 2 of the algorithm given in the previous page are very clear. The 
aim of these steps is to trim down the no. of grammar rules that need to be 
considered in the syntax analysis. 
In implementation, Step 2 and 3 are actually combined together. We get a 
rule, examine its min. and max. no. of simple phrases required, and determine 
whether it should be considered. If it passes the test in Step 2, we feed it into Step 3 
for analysis ； otherwise we get the next most popular rule and repeat the Step 2 
examination process. 
Step 3 in the previous page is over-simplified. The backtracking process in 
edges traversal of a rule's NDFA has not been mentioned. Bactracking is required in 
the following cases: 
Case 1 
We come to a non-terminating state of a rule's NDFA and cannot go further 
from this state, either because there is no list left, or none of the candidates 
of the next list has grammatical attribute(s) satisfying any of the edges 
branching from that state. 
Case 2 
We have reached a terminal state and there are still some remaining lists left 
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The above two cases occur when either the rule in concern cannot be 
satisfied, or we have traversed the wrong path (sequence of edges) in the rule. 
Backtracking means going backward in the path to a most recently traversed position 
(or state) where an alternative edge can be chosen. We then go forward again from 
this position, choosing some alternative edge of course, and see if we can find 
another path fitting the input. If the backtracking process moves us far back to the 
starting state of the rule and there is no alternative edge left, we conclude the rule 
does not fit the input and move on to process the next most popular grammar rule. 
In the design of our NDFA, the [min, max] pair over an edge helps us 
determine whether the edge can be traversed. This pair of number means the range 
of no. of simple phrases that the input must have if we hope to find a valid path that 
matches the input and covers this edge. From Step 1 of the algorithm, we obtain a 
number n. If n is out of this [min, max] range, we should simply remove this edge 
from consideration. Of the remaining edges, we try them one by one, through the 
backtracking processs. 
The backtracking process imposes a heavy computation load if there are a 
large no. of states having a large no. of outgoing edges. The load can in part be 
relieved if we can further order the edges from a state in descending order of 
popularity. When backtracking occurs, we choose the next most popular edge from 
a state. 
Another way to improve performance is to merge all the NDFA's together to 
form a grand NDFA representing all grammar rules. Instead of failing twice for two 
non-fitting grammar rales having similar starting states, we traverse these states 
only once in the grand NDFA. 
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5.42 Justification of Algorithm 
The algorithm suggested above uses the grammar rules, one at a time, in 
descending order of popularity, to fit the input. In the fitting process of a given rule, 
we select the most likely candidate from each list of candidate characters/phrases, 
producing a combination of candidates to form a sentence, and check if the rule can 
be satisfied. Once a rule is fit, the sentence is immediately output and no further 
rule fitting is done. 
Readers could wonder why the fitting process is not done the other way. 
This means first choosing a most likely combination of candidates from the lists (for 
example, the sum of candidate distances is least) and see if the combination fits any 
of the grammar rules. If it does, this combination forms a syntactically valid 
sentence. 
Both' ways seem to produce the most likely syntactically correct Chinese 
sentence for the phonetic input. Conceptually, however, they are quite different, 
though I believe both ways are used in our brain in the language understanding 
during a conversation. In the following discussion, I name them Way 1 (i.e. the 
\ suggested algorithm) and Way 2 (the alternative way above) respectively. 
In the daily oral communication’ if we are pretty sure of the sounds 
pronounced by the other party in the conversation, it is more likely that we will use 
the conceived words to get all syntax rules fitting them and then further trim down 
. these rules by semantic analysis. That's how we try to understand a clearly spoken 
speech of the other party. This is Way 2. 
However, if a person is blurring his speech, we start to make guesses of the 
words he spoke. In this way, we probably try to use syntax rules to fit the possible 
words candidates to confirm our guesses. If a rule fits and further passes the 
semantic analysis, we might well conclude we have understood what that person has 
spoken. This is Way 1’ and it should be chosen for the Free-Style Phonetic Input 
System because of the similarity of the situation. 
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5.4\3 Examples of Syntax Analysis 
In this section, two examples will be given to illustrate the syntax analysis 
process. In the first example, phonetic input is correct for all the intended 
characters/phrases. In the second example, some phonetic input errors are 
introduced. We will see how the Syntax Analyser helps pin-point the most likely 
combination of candidates to form a complete sentence. 
Example 1 : 
Input : jiaoshou hen gaosin 
From the Selection Module, we obtain 3 lists of candidate characters/phrases. 
Using the distance calculation algorithm, the lists are as follows : 
IMl IM2 List 3 
\ 






We then start to process the Syntax Analysis algorithm. In Step 1’ we 
determine the number of simple phrases in input, which in this case is 3. In Step 2, 
we check whether a rule can be considered. Rule 1 and Rule 3 will pass the test, 
since 3 is within [ 3,3 ] and [ 2, ranges respectively. In Step 3, however. Rule 
3 will fail during the traversal of the 3rd edge, since there is no candidate in the 3rd 
list bearing the verb (動詞）attribute. During the backtracking process, no 




We then turn to Rule 3. On traversing each edge, we pick the most likely 
candidate from the corresponding list, i.e.敎授 for the 1st edge,很 for the 2nd 
edge and 開心 for the 3rd edge and we come to a terminating state. The rule fits 
the input and the most likely output sentence is 敎授很開 • Without asking the 
user to stop for each simple phrase to select the candidate he wants, we have now 
successfully pin-pointed all characters for the sentence. 
In section 5.4.2, it has been suggested that for very clear and error-free 
phonetic input, the more appropriate way to process it is to get the most likely 
combination of candidates from the lists first and then use it to fit a grammar rule. 
In the example, we still stick to our algorithm which processes the input the other 
way. The success of the algorithm for this example is probably due to the limited 
number of grammar rules we have. If our set of rules covers the full grammar of 
Chinese, there will likely be a significant degradation of speed performance. 
In the next example, we will introduce some uncleamess in the input, Le. 
some phonetic input errors are intentionally made. We will see how well the 
algorithm will deal with the errors in this case. 
\ 
Example 2 
Input : ta sy i ge mangjhu de ren 
(shy) (manju) <-- correct phonetic input 
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From the Selection Module, we have 7 lists of candidate characters and 
phrases, which are as follows : 
• 
List 1 UsLl List 3 
他（代詞） 四（數詞） 一（數詞） 
她（代詞） 思（動詞） 義（名詞） 
它（代詞） 死（動詞） • 
踏（動詞） 絲（名詞） . 
• • • 
• • • • 
• 十（數詞） . 
• 是（動詞） . 
1MA LisLS IM£ IMl . 
個（量詞） 滿足（形容詞）的（助詞） 人（名詞）. 
革（動詞） 滿族（名詞） 得（助詞） 認（動詞） 
哥（名詞） 蠻族（名詞） • • 
• 參 • 
• 鲁 會 
The Selection Module has indeed tried to make corrections for the errors. In 
list 2, the correct character •是’ is at a lower position in the list. In list 5, 
correction has been made and the correct phrase appears on top of list We now 
move on to the Syntax Analyser. 
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In Step 1 of the algorithm, we determine the number of simple phrases in 
input In this case, the number is 7. In Step 2, rule 1 is immediately removed from 
consideration since 7 is out of [3, 3] range. In Step 3, we start to process Rule 2. 
On traversing the edges, we pick the mostly likely candidate from the corresponding 
list fitting the grammatical attributes or exact character matching requirement With 
the exception of List 2, the top candidate is picked. In List 2, we search down the 
list and find the required character Once again, we have found the most likely 
combination of candidates to form a sentence, without asking the user to pick 
candidate individually from each list 
For this example, the sentence output is : 
他 是 一 個 滿 足 的 人 
This example has illustrated the efficiency of the algorithm in pin-pointing 
the intended characters in case of phonetic input errors. When we use a rule to fit 
the input, we will have in mind what we are looking for during an edge traversal. 
For example, in traversing the 2nd edge of the NDFA of Rule 2’ we target for the 
character •是• and immediately bypass the large number of non-fitting candidates on 
top of the list. If we have had designed the algorithm the other way, namely, 
forming a combination (e.g. a combination with the lowest sum of candidates 
distance) and then search for fitting rule, it will have taken a lot of time in useless 
matching before the correct combination taking character •是，from the 2nd list is 
formed. 
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5.5 Parse Tree for Semantic Analysis 
In fact, the Syntax Analyser can build a parse tree for the input if a grammar 
rule is fit The parse tree not only gives a very clear syntactical structure of the input 
sentence but also serves as a basis for semantic analysis. Semantic analysis, 
however, is out of scope for the research. 
For example, if the user's input is 聰 明 的 他 不 聰 明 ， 
it fits the syntax rule [形容詞 + + 名詞 + [副詞 ] + 形容詞’ 
and the parse tree for this sentence is : 
mmm ( •的•) f m m j mmm 
In the parse tree, the contents of leaf nodes (in round circles) are the input 
simple phrases. With the help of the parse tree, semantic analysis can be performed. 
For example, we can check whether the two adjective clauses, one before the noun, 
and the other after the noun, conflict each other. The conflict does occur in our 
sample input 
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In the area of natural language processing, semantic analysis plays a key role 
in analysing the meaning of a written text or a human speech. It requires a good 
model and a large database of common human knowledge, which is still in research. 
However, semantic analysis is not tackled in the Free-Style Phonetic Input 
System for two reasons. The first reason is obvious. A good and sizable knowledge 
base is still unavailable for public use. The other reason is that semantic analysis, 
though helpful, will inevitably imposes a considerable degradation of response time 
(especially on the PC platform), due to the time needed to traverse the parse tree and 
to search the knowledge base. In the application of Chinese input, a trade-off in 




Chapter 6 Division of Technical Work 
The prototype of the Free-Style Phonetic Input System was implemented on 
an IBM PC with 4MB of extended memory. In view of the large volume of data 
(some 50,000 Chinese phrases and about 6000 Chinese characters, with grammatical 
attributes and frequency) and the extensive programming work required, help was 
sought from some undergraduate students and an exchange student from mainland 
China for the the system implementation. 
This chapter will clearly identify the tasks involved and specify what the 
author has done for each task. Once again, I would like to express many thanks to 
Prof. Li for his allocation of resources and to the fellow students for their 
programming and data preparation work. Without them, it will be hard to finish the 
prototype within the limited time we have. 
Table of Division of Work 
Task Previous Work Done By Lau Chi Ching 
1. Data Preparation 
• Sound Tables, Design + Original Contents Revise for speakers 
Group Table of Guang-Don origin 
• 
• Character Dictionary, Automatic transfer from 
Phrase Dictionary other Chinese systems 
(Raw Input) 
Input of tone, frequency. Revise grammar 
and grammar attributes attributes 
.Dictionaries Indexing Nil Hash dictionary entries 




- Table of Division of Work 
Task Previous Work Done By Lau Chi Ching 
2. Lexical Analyser 
.Lexical Tree Build the lexical tree to Modify programs to add 
identify the character more information to 
boundaries in phrase interface with Selection 
input Module 
� 
3. Selection Module Nil Calculate distance of 
candidate characters and 
phrases 
4. Syntax Analyser Nil Syntax-analysis of lists 





Applied Areas of the Research 
The immediate product of the research is a Chinese word processor. Two 
undergraduate students have built a bilingual (Chinese/English) word processor 
incorporating the Free-Style Phonetic Input Method. Some research on written 
Chinese characters recognition is being done in the Information Engineering 
Department. Hopefully, the written character input method will be integrated into 
the bilingual word processor soon in future. 
Other applied areas can be : 
7.1 Chinese User Interface with Operating System 
The Chinese display version has been achieved in some operating systems. 
For the input, we can establish a set of Chinese user commands, based on the current 
English commands set, for the dominant operating systems like UNIX, VAX/VMS 
etc. These set of commands and their parameters (also in Chinese) are put into a 
dictionary. User can use Free-Style Phonetic Input Method to input the commands 
in Chinese. In this way, a full Chinese operating system user interface is achieved. 
For example: 
> 列印 / 3 份 / 1 至 8 頁'plan.doc' 
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7.2 Bilingual Programming Language Editor 
Nowadays, programs displaying output in Chinese have special codes 
(usually hexadecimal) embedded in their output statements. To display a Chinese 
character, the programmer needs to find out the corresponding code (e.g. Big-5) and 
insert into these statements. This process is tedious and the resulting output 
statements are hard to understand. 














Indeed, any programming language editor can incorporate the Free-Style 
Phonetic Input Method of Chinese to get user's sounds input and insert automatically 
the corresponding codes into the output statements when the program is stored. On 
the screen or hard-copy, Chinese characters, not the codes, are displayed. 










The contents in the output statements are much clearer now. 
> 
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7.3 Development of a Chinese Programming Language 
In wake of the public acceptance of the Free-Style Phonetic Input Method, a 
compileir expert can design a programming language based on Chinese. Keywords 
arc simply stored as dictionary entries. However, many areas need to be carefully 
re-considered for the Chinese programming language. For example, the input 
statements semantics and the sorting mechanism may well need be redefined. 
















7:4 Putonghua (普通話）Training 
The Free-Style Phonetic Input System can be in future connected to a voice 
recognition system for phonetic, symbols input and a voice synthesizer for the 
Chinese characters output. In such environment, a Putonghua student can speak to 
the system some Chinese, and he will then see the output Chinese characters in a 
display unit and also hear the sounds of these words from the system. In case he has 
not spoken fully accurately, he will immediate learn about his mistakes. 
\ 
A scenario is depicted in the following picture : 
\ 
\ / 7 
< - n O d \ r q ^ J ‘ 
\ u ^ ~ ^ ：^  pu tCMl 
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Chapter 8 Conclusions and Future Improvements 
8.1 Conclusions 
The author of the thesis deems the research a good success. All major 
objectives have been achieved. Users are now free to choose his own scheme of 
phonetic symbols and there is no need for them to speak the Chinese language 
(Putonghua) fully accurately. They are not even required to stop after each 
character/phrase input to make candidate selections, if what they type is a complete 
syntactically correct Chinese sentence. Deviations within reasonable magnitude are 
allowed. If phonetic errors occur in the input, the intended character/phrase will 
still be in the candidates list, only that it lies further down in the list, depending on 
the severeness of the sound error. � 
In fact, the phonetic input method has mapped a non-spelling language, e.g. 
Chinese langugage in this research, into an artificial spelling language. Each 
character and phrase is translated into a sequence of keyboard symbols. The major 
advantage of this method is that no additional peripherals need be equipped. 
However, it can well be criticized that dealing with Chinese input with 
alphanumeric keys is unnatural. But with the capability of the system to connect 
readily with the voice recognition system soon in future, this final negative 
comment should no longer be raised. 
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The phonetic input system we produced has a satisfactory input rate. An 
average of only 3 to 4 keystrokes are required for each character input. No strict 
comparison on input speed is done with other methods, since an optimal speed of 
input is not the major objective of the research. Flexibility, the ease of use are the 
more important issues we are concerned with. 
Although the Free-Style Phonetic Input System is highly recommended for 
the Chinese input, the author does not claim it as a surely best input method. Users 
should choose a method or system based on his preference of user interface and his 
language proficiency background. If a user writes Chinese characters much more 
accurately than he speaks it, it should be advised that he should take advantage of 
the written characters recognition system, instead of getting frustrated with frequent 
errors in phonetic input. 
8.2 Future Improvements 
The current system prototype has quite satisfactory response time, probably 
due to the small no. of entries in the dictionary and the limited syntax analysing 
capability. Therefore, the performance needs to be carefully monitored in future 
when the complete version of the phrase dictionary is available and the complete set 
of Chinese grammar is handled. 
The system has one apparent drawback which I have been aware of during 
the testing process. At present, if we input a sentence, we need to be aware of the 
phrase boundaries within the sentence. That is to say, we must group neighbouring 
characters in a sentence and make it a phrase during our input of phonetic symbols. 
For example, to input the sentence 我喜歡中文’ our input will be 'wo sihuan 
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jhonwen'. Such pre-analysis requirement is quite a burden on the user. Ideally, the 
user can type it character by character, like 'wo si huan jhon wen', and let the 
system find out the phrase boundaries itself before checking further for syntax 
correctness. ‘ 
tm 
For example, if we input 'wo da suan pan'(我打算盤)，the system can 
interpret it as 我 打算盤 or 我 打算 盤.After syntax analysis, only the 
former will remain valid. 
In fact, the technique for identifying the phrase boundaries is just an 
exhaustive grouping of neighbouring characters in every position of the sentence and 
searching against the phrase dictionary to see if a given grouping is valid. If a phrase 
grouping is valid, the characters of the grouping are taken out and the remaining 
characters of the sentence are processed the same way. However, if there are many 
characters in the sentence, the response time may indeed be very poor. In the future 
\ 
enhancement of the system, it is likely that we need to resort to a very fast machine 
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Appendix A 
«r 
漢語拼音方案 Roman-Spelling 字例 
a a 阿 
0 0 喔 e e 餓 
eR eR 二 
ai ai 哀 
ei ei � 
ao ao 熬 ou ou 歐 
an an 安 
en en 恩 
ang ang 昂 
eng eng 轉 
yi i — 
ya ia 骑 
ye ie 也 
yao iao 咬 
you iou 又 
yan ien 言 
yin in 印 、 
yang iang fl] 
ying ing 途 
yong ion 永 wu u £ 
wa ua 桂 
wo uo 我 
wai uai 外 
wei uei ^ 
wan uan 完 
wen uen 文 
weng ueng 翁 
wang uang 王 
yu yu 于 
yue yue 月 
yuan yuen 冤 
yun yun 凑 
(cont'd) 
漢語拼音方案 Roman-Spelling 字例 
b-a b-a 八 
b-o b-o 玻 ‘ b-ai b-ai 白 
b-ei b-ei 北 
b-ao b-ao 叙 b-an b-an 半 
b-en b-en 未 b-ang b-ang _ 
b-eng b-eng 
b-i b-i 比 
b-ie b-ie 別 
b-iao b-iao ^ 
b-ian b-ien 便 b-in b-in 賓 
b-ing b-ing 丙 b-u b-u 不 
P-a P-a 怕 
P-o p-o 破 
p-ai p-ai 派 
p-ei p-ei 佩 
p-ao p-ao 
p-ou p-ou 咅 j| 
p-an p-an 步[j 
p-en p-en 噴 
p-ang p-ang 徬 
p-eng p-eng 朋 
P-i P-i 皮 
p-ie p-ie 撇 p-iao p-iao 票 
p-ien p-ien 無 p-in p-in 品 p-ing p-ing 平 p-u p-u * (cont'd) 
'漢語拼音方案 Roman-Spelling 字例 
t-a t-a 他 . 
t-e — t-e 特 
t-ai - t-ai 太 
t-ao t-ao 套 
t-ou t-ou 投 
t-an t-an 坦 
t-ang t-ang 倘 
t-eng t-eng % 
t-ong t-on 同 
t-i t-i 剃 
t-ie t-ie 
t-iao t-iao 挑 
t-ian t-ien 关 t-ing t-ing 庭 
t-u t-u 土 
t-uo t-uo 托 
t-ui t-uei 退 
t-uan t-uan 團 
t-un t-uen 呑 n-a n-a 那 
n-e n-e Qjg 
n-ai n-ai 纽 
n-ei n-ei 內 
n-ao n-ao 惱 
n-ou n-ou _ 
n-an n-an 男 
n-en n-en 嫩 
n-ang n-ang 襄 
n-eng n-eng 能 
n-ong n-on f f 
n-i n-i 
n-ie n-ie g 
n-iao n-iao 鳥 
n-iu n-iou 牛 
n-ian n-ien • 
n-in n-in 您 
n-iang n-iang 娱 
n-ing n-ing 寧 
n-u n-u 奴 n-uo n-uo 諾 
n-uan n-uan 暖 
n-u n-yu 女 
n-ue n-yue 虐 
(cont'd) 
漢語拼音方案 Roman-Spelling 字例 
m-a m-a 媽 
m-o m-o 陌 
m-ai m-ai 
m-ei m-ei 沒 
m-ao m-ao 毛 
m-ou m-ou 牟 
m-an m-an 
m-en m-en 问 
m-ang m-ang 忙 
m-eng m-eng 盟 
m-i m-i 米 
m-ie m-ie 
m-iao m-iao 妙 
m-iu m-iou _ 
m-ian m-ien 面 
m-in m-in 民 
m-ing m-ing 名 
m-u m-u 木 f-a f-a 
f-o f-o 佛 
f-ei f-ei JE 
f-ou f-ou 否 
f-an f-an 凡 
f-en f-en 分 
f-ang f-ang 方 
f-eng f-eng 風 
f-u f-u 夫 
d-a d-a 大 
d-e d-e 的 
d-ai d-ai 代 
d-ei d-ei 得 
d-ao d-ao 力 
d-ou d-ou 豆 
d-an d-an 丹 
d-ang d-ang 當 
d-eng d-eng 登 
d-ong d-on 冬 
d-i d-i ^ 
d-ie d-ie 跌 
d-iao d-iao 习 
d-iu d-iou 5 
d-ian d-ien 典 
d-ing d-ing 丁 d-u d-u 肚 
d-uo d-uo 多 
d-ui d-uei 堆 
d-uan d-uan 段 
d-un d-uen 盾 
(cont'd) 
> ‘ ‘ 
漢語拼音方案 Roman-Spelling 字例 
k-a k-a 卡 
k-e k-e 可 ‘ 
k-ai , k-ai 開 
k-ei 一 k-ei 极 
k-ao k-ao 考 
k-ou k-ou 口 
k-an k-an 看 
k-en k-en 肯 
k-ang k-ang % 
k-eng k-eng 坑 
k-ong k-on 空 
k-u k-u 枯 
k-ua k-ua 夸 
k-uo k-uo 關 
k-uai k-uai 快 
k-ui k-uei 愧 
k-uan k-uan 款 
k-un k-uen ^ 
k-uang k-uang 狂 
h-a h-a 哈 
h-e h-e 河 
h-ai h-ai 孩 
h-ei h-ei 魚 
h-ao h-ao 
h-ou h-ou ：^  
h-an h-an 汗 
h-en h-en 很 
h-ang h-ang 航 
h-eng h-eng 亨 
h-ong h-on 虹 
h-u h-u 呼 
h-ua h-ua 化 
h-uo h-uo 火 
h-uai h-uai 壞 
h-ui h-uei 回 
h-uan h-uan 換 h-un h-uen § 
h-uang h-uang 荒 
(cont'd) 
'漢語拼音方案 Roman-Spelling 字例 
1-a 1-a 拉 ‘ 
1-e 1-e 肋 
1-ai 1-ai 來 
1-ei 1-ei Jg 
1-ao 1-ao 老 
1-ou 1-ou 樓 
1-an 1-an 濫 
1-ang 1-ang g|S 
1-eng l-eng 洛 
1-ong 1-on 11 
1-i 1-i 力 
1-ie 1-ie 歹[] 
1-iao 1-iao 料 
1-iu 1-iou 六 
1-ian 1-ien 連 1-in 1-in 林 
li-ang 1-iang • 
1-ing 1-ing 令 1-u 1-u 齒 
1-uo 1-uo 駱 
1-uan 1-uan 1-un 1-uen 儉 
1-u 1-yu 呂 
1-ue 1-yue 掠 
g-a g-a 逾 
g-e g-e 個 
g-ai g-ai 丐 
g-ei g-ei 給 
g-ao g-ao 告 
g-ou g-ou 夠 
g-an g-an 干 
g-en g-en jg 
g-ang g-ang — 
g-eng g-eng | g 
g-ong g-on 工 
g-u g-u 古 
g-ua g-ua 瓜 
g-uo g-uo 古 
g-uai g-uai 乖 
g-uei g-uei ^ 
g-uan g-uan 官 
g-un g-uen 棍 
g-uang g-uang 光 
(cont'd) 
'漢語拼音方案 Roman-Spelling 字例 
j-i j-i 及 ‘ 
j-ia / , j-ia 加 
j-ie “ j-ie 介 j-iao j-iao 叫 
j-iu j-iou 九 
j-ian j-ien 
j-in j-in 今 
j-iang j-iang j t 
j-ing j-ing 京 
j-iong j-ion 迥 
j-u j-yu 巨 
j-ue j-yue 決 
j-uan jyuen ffl 
j-un j-uen 尊 
q-i c-i 七 
q-ia c-ia 恰 
q-ie c-ie 切 
q-iao c-iao 
q-iu c-iou 秋 
q-ian c-ien 千 
q-in c-in 琴 
q-iang c-iang Jt 
q-ing c-ing * 
q-iong c-ion _ 
q-u c-yu 去 
q-ue c-yue 卻 
q-uan c-yuen _ 
q-un c-uen 存 
x-i s-i 希 
x-ia s-ia 下 
x-ie s-ie 些 
x-iao s-iao 小 
x-iu s-iou 休 
x-ian s-ien 头 
x-in s-in 心 
x-iang s-iang 向 
x-ing s-ing 形 
x-iong s-ion 凶 
x-u s-yu 序 
x-ue s-yue 穴 
x-uan s-yuen 宣 
x-un s-yun 迅 
(cont'd) 
•y 
漢語拼音方案 Roman Spelling 字例 
zh-i jh-y 之 
zh-a jh-a 炸 
zh-e . jh-e _ 
zh-ai- jh-a 窄 
zh-ei jh-ei 這 
zh-ao jh-ao 召 
zh-ou jh-ou 州 
zh-an jh-an fe 
zh-en jh-en 珍 
zh-ang jh-ang 丈 
zh-eng jh-eng 正 
zh-ong jh-on 中 
zh-u jh-u 主 
zh-ua jh-ua 抓 
zh-uo jh-uo 卓 
zh-uai jh-uai Jg 
zh-ui jh-uei 追 
zh-uan jh-uan 意 
zh-un jh-uen 
zh-uang jh-uang 壯 
ch-i ch-y 池 
ch-a ch-a 叉 
ch-ai ch-ai 柴 
ch-ao ch-ao 吵 
ch-ou ch-ou 愁 
ch-an ch-an 產 
ch-en ch-en 沉 
ch-ang ch-ang 昌 
ch-eng ch-eng 成 
ch-ong ch-on % 
ch-u ch-u 出 
ch-ua ch-ua 欽 
ch-uo ch-uo 
ch-uai ch-uai g 
ch-ui ch-uei 汝 
ch-uan ch-uan 串 
ch-uen ch-uen _ 
ch-uang ch-uang 
(cont'd) 
漢語拼音方案 Roman-Spelling 字例 
sh-i sh-y 十 
sh-a sh-a 沙 
sh-e sh-e 舌 
sh-ai sh-a 晒 ‘ 
sh-ei , sh-ei 誰 
sh-ao: sh-ao 与 
sh-ou sh-ou • 
sh-an sh-an 山 
sh-en sh-en 申 
sh-ang sh-ang 上 
sh-eng sh-eng 升 
sh-u sh-u _ 
sh-ua sh-ua 刷 
sh-uo sh-uo _ 
sh-uai sh-uai 衰 
sh-uei sh-uei 水 
sh-uan sh-uan 
sh-un sh-uen jig 
sh-uang sh-uang _ 
r-i r-y 曰 
r-e r-e 熱 
r-ao r-ao 繞 
r-ou r-ou 肉 
r-an r-an 染 
r-en r-en 人 
r-ang r-ang 譲 
r-eng r-eng 仍 
r-ong ron 容 
r-u r-u 入 
r-uo r-uo 弱 
ivui r-uei 瑞 
r-uan r-uan 軟 r-un r-uen 
z-i j-y 子 
z-a j-a 雜 
z-e j-e 則 
z-ai j-ai 再 
z-ao j-ao 卓 
z-ou j-ou 去 
z-an j-an 讚 
z-en j-en 怎 
z-ang j-ang 缸 
z-eng j-eng 曾 
z-ong j-on 宗 
z-u j-u 祖 
z-uo j-uo 左 
z-ui j-uei 最 
z-uan j-uan 鑽 
z-un j-uen 暴 
(cont'd) 
I 
漢語拼音方案 Roman-Spelling 字例 
c-i c-y 次 
c-a c-a 擦 ‘ 
c-e / c-e 測 c-ai ' c-ai 才 
c-ao c-ao 草 c-ou c-ou 湊 
c-an c-an _ 
c-en c-en 塔 c-an c-ang 着 
c-eng c-eng 層 
c-ong c-on 匆 c-u c-u 标 
c-uo c-uo 搓 c-ui c-uei 催 c-uan c-uan 篡 c-un c-uen 寸 
s-i s-y 司 
s-a s-a 撒 
s-e s-e 色 s-ai s-ai 賽 
s-ao s-ao 騷 s-ou s-ou 运 s-an s-an 三 
s-en s-en 森 
s-ang s-ang _ 
s-eng s-eng f t 
s-ong s-on 宋 
s-u s-u 訴 
s-uo s-uo 戶片 s-ui s-uei 歲 
s-uan s-uan * 
s-un s-uen 孫 
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